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AlphaPIX
A complete studio management software



AlphaPIX

An application built to streamline the overall backend

operations and provide systematic flow to operations.

A web-based application built to leverage business

operations and overall efficiency. AlphaPIX has been

specifically designed for photographers. Be it an

independent photographer or someone who owns a

photography unit. The product is aimed at easing out

the overall process and business proceedings.

Streamlines

AlphaPIX is a web based application that allows

its users to Manage Customers, Map Events,

Track Status, Generate Codes, Extract Reports,

and remains scalable, which means, if the user

has a need for a specific addon, or support, the

software can be tweaked and customized for the

very specific need.

Optimizes your Process



Coded to remain 
User Friendly

The application allows users to download a Java based tool, easy to

download and install application, coded to execute within scope of

photo proofing. The interface remains user friendly and optimizes

the size of the photograph uploaded. Users, utilize the application to

upload, download proofs, assign events and make notes.



Available as a 
Mobile 
Application

AlphaPIX allows users to utilize the secured login facility,

where one can view the photos loaded, allowing users to

choose finalized output of the photographs. The entire

application is built on a secured platform with cloud

integration and extended support from the creators.



How do you 
use it?

AplhaPic is a product that works on a

subscription mode, which can be upgraded to

enhanced interfaces or one can just top-up

the needed features for the period they

require.



Our Product Features
SEARCH



Features

1
Create customers and manage your

finances

Customer 

Creation

2 Create your Event and Set a Google
reminder

Program Creation

3
Send out an agreement to your clients to

formally sign up the deal

Digital Agreement

4
Don’t loose of your quality. Send out a

feedback link to your customers.

Feedback 

5
Upload your raw data

Photo Upload

6
Send out watermarked photos to your

customers, so they can pick the best

amongst the clicked master work

Photo Selection



Features

7 Download the photos choses by the customers as the pre-final output

Photo Download

8
Receive picture-wise comments for every picture you share on the

album for proofing.

Album Proofing

9 Share your amazing work as links and final output with your
customers.

Album Sharing

10 Share a link to gather the overall experience the customer has had
with you.

Feedback Link



A glimpse of 
AlphaPIX

The mobile and web application



Responsive
design

AlphaPIX’s responsive design has been carefully developed, ensuring the

user's behavior and environment based on screen size, platform and

orientation has been taken into consideration. Be it the Mobile Application



Phone
and tablet
mockup

A glimpse of our easy to use application, that can be

downloaded from the Play Store.



Login 
Page

A simple structured login page with the ease to use



Consolidated 
Work

Uploading your work is as easy as saving your photos on the drive in your

phone.



Event 
View

View the event created



Laptop
mockup

A glimpse into our web application



Ensuring accuracy and consistency for 
tedious procedures

Create an Event

Wedding Photography 

Project 01

Outdoor Shoot

Project 02

Baby Shoot

Project 03

Party & Event

Project 04



Laptop
mockup

The web application is as simple to use as the mobile

application. It has been designed to increase the user

experience, keeping in mind the various factors, that

will ease the process of day to day to activities.



Desktop
application



Easy to 
navigate

All your events can be tracked and navigated through

with ease and comfort.



Upload your 
creative 
photos

Upload the entire collection of photo’s before you

create a link for the customers to view and pick the

images they like



AlphaPIX



Optimize your 
process, 

deliver more 
value to your 

customers

We would love to partner with

you



What are the 
current pain 
areas?

Photographers are currently using multiple

applications and medium to streamline their activities,

yet have 4 major issues.

25%

20%
45%

10%

Regular upload direct 

from their camera on to 

their laptop’s and PC’s

Pre made non-customizable applications

Applications that 

do not offer 

security

Other



CRM

Studio Management

Photo Selection, Proofing & 

SharingWhat can 
AlphaPIX be 
used for?
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Targets

We all know the difficulty a business owner, freelancer 

and a full fledged organization faces in generating and 

tracking their leads. Use AlphaPIX to track the ones 

you have on you. 

Track your leads

AlphaPIX can be used to track and draw an analysis of 

where you generate you leads from and how many 

have been converted into sales. Allows you to decide 

where your marketing activity should happen. 

Track your closures / sales

Use AlphaPIX to understand how your customers feel 

about you. Nothing helps a business unit perform 

better than refining their processes and enhancing their 

operations and teams. 

Track your customer 

feedbacks

CRM



01

03

02

Do you have specialized teams that caters to specific 

genres?  Segment  your teams and keep them handy. 

Team Management

Monitor the usage of your equipment’s and track the 

utility. Track equipment’s that belong to the in-house 

team and the ones that have been outsourced.

Equipment Management

Streamline your accounts by keeping a systematic 

report as against receivables and actuals. 

Accounts 

Studio 
Management



Share 
watermarked 
images and 
allow the 
customer to 
choose

Customize your watermarks. 

Customizable 
Watermarks

Share these watermarked photos with 

your clients without the fear of it being 

used inappropriately. 

Let them choose



Trial

Free

1 account

200 items

1Gb storage

15,000 PV

Premium

$9.99/month

5 accounts

1,000 items

10Gb storage

50,000 PV

Pricing
Tables

Pricing Structure



Effective
process optimization 
application, catering to 
the needs of a 
photographer 
economically also.
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